
MCCs, VFDs, PLCs, HMIs… there are many acronyms when it comes to 
controls, but here’s the bottom line: BHS provides a smarter design and 
the best equipment available to provide a reliable system that gives our 
customers Total Control™ and the data they need to optimize operations.

We expect our controls system to perform at a high level to help keep 
your operations profitable, and we’re there to make sure that’s the case. 
When you choose BHS, we’ve got your back, whether that’s training your 
team, providing in-person or remote customer service or keeping an eye 
on your system with BHS Connect™. Our experts are standing by. 

Due to rigourous testing, quality equipment and expert design, BHS 
controls work at startup and throughout the life of your system. Not only 
that, but we’ve taken a number of steps to design a safer and smarter 
system, one that allows you to make adjustments anywhere in the facility 
and one that delivers the information that you need to make the right 
business decisions.

Integrated, best-in-class equipment to perform now and later

Each system uses proven, reliable hardware & software and undergoes 
rigourous factory testing before installation

Complete, rock-solid HMI with mobile solutions provides Total Control™

SCADA reports provide the information to fine tune operations 

Expertise to fine-tune design to provide performance, efficiency and 
energy savings

What's next.

BHS
Total Control™



Control motors, electricity levels and speed manually or on auto mode  

Ability to adjust shifts, auto-modes, start-up time and electricity levels

Real time information on tonnage, bale weight, uptime, downtime, 
faults, power, labor and more

System overview to easily access specific equipment data and controls
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BHS Total Control™ HMI

BHS Total Control™

Our proprietary HMI provides Total Control™ that is straight-forward, reliable 
and mobile. 

SCADA reporting provides daily automated reports 
via email. A major advantage to SCADA reporting 
is its flexibility – it receives data and provides the 
information that you need to make decisions. You 
control what you need to track, from standard 
uptime, downtime reports to specific, detailed 
information like inbound/outbound and bale 
weight, electricity levels, labor  and more. 

The controls system is the brains and nervous system of your MRF. Most of the important functions are running 
unseen, but without them firing on all cylinders, the system is costing you time and money. This is precisely 
why BHS works with leaders and innovators in the automation industry. This isn’t an in-house, cobbled together 
operation. Our experts work directly with the teams that design and execute solutions for companies like Boeing. 

Nothing but the best

BHS Total Control™ SCADA Reports


